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►►► Economy 

 

Reuters 
► ECB's Nowotny says worried about euro zone economy  
European Central Bank policymaker Ewald Nowotny is worried about 
the euro zone economy, which he said was showing signs of clouding over.  
 
 
BBC news 
► Japan's economy signals stagnation and weakness 
Japan's economy has shown signs of stagnation and some weakness as 
households spent less and factory output stayed flat in July.  
 

►►► Politics 

 

Business insider 
► UN Ambassador Samantha Power Warns Russia: 'THE MASK IS COMING 
OFF' 
United States Ambassador to the United Nations Samantha Power lashed out 
at Russia on Thursday, a day that saw Ukraine's president accused Russia of 
sending troops across the Ukrainian border to fight with pro-Russian... 
 
W B P online 
►Tusk becomes favorite for European Council presidency  
Polish PM Donald Tusk is currently being considered for the EU's top job with 
the region's most influential politicians drumming up support for his candidacy.  

►►► Opinions 

  
Saptarishi Dutta  
► Skip the interview. This Indian startup just wants to know how well you 
trade stocks 
What if your tryout to work for a top financial firm was to trade stocks on a 
social network with no real money involved? This is exactly what Bobby 
Bhatia and his team are trying to do.  
 
Matt Phillips 
► This hidden leading indicator tells us that the US job market is getting even 
stronger 
Each month we spotlight the so-called “jobs differential,” an indicator that’s 
buried in the Conference Board’s monthly update on US consumer...  

►►► Currencies 

 

Fxstreet 
► Asia Recap: Kiwi, Yen sold w/o conviction 
Moves in Asia were quite subdued, with the Kiwi ending as the worst 
performer, followed by some late Yen weakness too, with the rest of G10 
currencies consolidating.  
 
WBP online 
► AUD/USD: Aussie stalls and corrects after private sector credit 
Falling private sector credit in Australia, and a better than expected GDP 
estimate form the US have led to the Aussie easing against the 
greenback. 

►►► Markets 

 
Bloomberg 
► Gold Holds Near Highest in a Week as Ukraine Spurs Haven Demand  
Gold held near a one-week high, on course to snap two weeks of losses, as 
escalating tension between Ukraine and Russia spurred haven demand.  
 
Market Watch 
► Japan stocks slip lower after data, but Softbank up 
Japanese blue chips sat a little softer Friday morning as investors digested a 
large feast of economic data, with the yen [s; USDYEN] little changed from 
its level the previous day.  

►►► Top Videos 

CNBC 
► What's needed to spur further easing from ECB 
Alvin Liew, Senior Economist at UOB, discusses his expectations for the 
euro zone inflation data due late Friday and how that will affect the 
European Central Bank's easing timeline  
 
Bloomberg  
► Schaeuble: ECB’s Monetary Policy Can’t Fight Deflation 
 In an exclusive interview, Germany’s Finance Minister Wolfgang 
Schaeuble discusses the limits of the ECB monetary policy... 
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Disclaimer 
Everything in this article, including opinions and figures, is provided for informational purposes only and may not be interpreted as financial advice or solicitation of 
products. Dukascopy group assume no responsibility for the completeness or the accuracy of any data contained in this article. Financial figures indicated in this 
article have not been verified by the Dukascopy group. Views, opinions and analyses are those of the author of the article, and are not endorsed by the Dukascopy 
group.  
 
Dukascopy group waive any and all warranties, express or implied, regarding, but without limitation to, warranties of the merchantability or the fitness for a 
particular purpose, with respect to all information in this article. Dukascopy group shall under no circumstances be responsible for any direct, indirect, consequential, 
contingent or any other damages sustained in connection with the use of this article. 
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